


The Line Between Free and Hate Speech
     The First Amendment guarantees 
its beneficiary natural rights to the 
freedom of speech, protecting an in-
dividual’s opinion from acts of cen-
sorship and retaliation by the gov-
ernment. But what happens when 
that supposed freedom curtails 
another individual’s rights? 
Or when it develops into 
horrific acts of violence? 
The issue that arises from 
protecting any type of 
hate speech through 
the First Amendment 
is that this “freedom” 
may motivate individu-
als to instigate harm such 
as discrimination and 
violence because 
they feel the law 
permits them 
to. When pub-
lic hate speech 
is left unad-
dressed and 
unnoticed, it 
can often 
lead to 
much 
big-
g e r 

conflicts that develop into hate crime. 
Current attempts to limit hate speech 
have had little or no effect on its 
spread, illustrated by the Pittsburgh’s 
synagogue shooting and a local high 
school party that sparked outrage for 
its anti-Semitic displays. By limiting 

hate speech, society can 
reduce the probabili-

ty of similar events 
from occurring.
     The most re-

cent Supreme 
Court hear-

ing concern-
ing hate speech 

came in 2017, when 
it was unanimously 
reaffirmed that hate 
speech lies within 

free speech and is 
protected under 
the First Amend-
ment. However, 
this legal basis 
allowed mass 
murderer and 

P i t t s -

burgh’s Synagogue shooter, Robert 
Bowers, to post anti-Semitic posts on 
Gab.com. Bowers had published sev-
eral racist posts on Gab, a social media 
platform that advocates free speech 
with nearly no restrictions on its con-
tent, before he entered the Tree of Life 
Synagogue, killing 11 and injuring 
seven in what would be known as the 
deadliest attack on a Jewish commu-
nity in the United States. The blurry 
line between free and hate speech al-

lowed Bowers to express a deep hatred 
for Jews which eventually led him to 
massacre innocent people as he gained 
a public following on Gab where he 
discovered similar-minded individ-
uals. If restrictions and a process that 
filtered user’s content had imple-
mented, then the derogatory slurs that 
Bowers used as motivation for his act 

of terrorism may have been deleted, 
thus preventing his acts of horror. The 
freedom of speech allows individuals 
to express their opinions to a degree 
where some have even written man-
ifestos to explain their views through 
means of hateful speech. The justifica-
tion of hate speech through the free-
dom to express is simply unnecessary 
and unethical as it wields an enormous 
influence to commit hate crimes.
     Similarly, a local high school par-
ty that sparked outrage around the 
nation for its disturbing scene of stu-
dents posing near anti-Semitic im-
agery makes a case for a distinction 
between hate speech and the freedom 
to express. High school students from 
Newport-Mesa Unified schools were 
photographed around the construc-
tion of a Swastika made out of red 
cups.
     An issue that arises from the balance 
of free and hate speech is that minors 
are also granted this freedom. Al-
though minors are unlikely to express 
a form of resentment through violent 
hate crimes, the exposure that they 
receive from numerous social media 
platforms is a cause for concern. With 
frequent exposure to a myriad of hate 
expressions that they encounter on 
a daily basis, minors become  brain-
washed into thinking that hate speech 
is acceptable, a possible motive for the 
party goers’ anti-Jewish displays.
     Allowing hate speech to run ram-

pant amongst teens can have a dev-
astating effect on their brains as they 
begin to develop core and fundamen-
tal values. The  spread of hate speech 

is surprisingly easy thanks to the pro-
tection of the First Amendment, as it 
is found in video games, streaming 
platforms, and even photos that are 
intended to be comical.
     In reality, the blurry line caused by 
the balance between free speech and 
hate speech should not exist. And al-
though some may see how restricting 
hate speech as an infraction on their 
natural rights and freedom to express, 
the harm that is instigated by such 
freedoms tips the scale away from 
possible benefit.
     It is crucial to understand how 
limitations on hate speech could 
have prevented a catastrophes. Hate 
speech can be a devastating influence 
on children. When expressions that 
are meant to demoralize, dehuman-
ize, and attack others end up into the 
wrong hands society witnesses how 
horrific the extent of such “freedoms” 
are.
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Hate Speech v. Free Speech
     America was built on the ideals of 
freedom. Freedom of speech, expres-
sion, religion and feedback to our 
elected officials are fundamental to 
our democracy.
     However, the Constitution, written 
over 200 years ago, is up to interpreta-
tion. Free speech does not justify yell-
ing “fire” in a crowded building; the 
right to free speech is necessary and 
valid, unless the right to free speech 
invalidates someone’s right to life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, 
as stated in the preamble of our Con-
stitution.
     There is no life in living in fear when 

one’s culture, religion or race is con-
stantly under attack and threatened. 
There is no liberty when one is con-
stantly berated. There is no happiness 
when hate speech is normalized, even 
heralded as bold.
     The government is not justified, or 
capable of intervening in every in-
stance of hate speech. However, when 
hate speech becomes violent enough, 

there must be some form of limitation.
     No matter from which side of the 
aisle, Americans have a deep-rooted 
respect for soldiers, those who offer 
the ultimate sacrifice to uphold 
American ideals. Additional-
ly, most can agree that a fu-
neral is a time of peace—a 
sacred moment—and any 
purposeful interruptions 
are evil.
     The “Thank God for 
Dead Soldiers” protesters 
demonstrated treason, 
which is defined as giv-
ing aid and comfort to our 
enemies. The protesters 
bordered on blasphe-
my against the Unit-
ed States of America. 
Signs such as theirs, 
especially at the funeral 
for a fallen soldier, are 
unequivocally immoral, 
and simply intolerable.
     I am talking, of 
course, about the in-
famous 2011 Supreme 
Court case Snyder v. 
Phelps. Fred Phelps and 
members of the Westboro 
Baptist Church picketed 
the funeral of Iraqi War 
veteran fallen hero, Mat-
thew Snyder. They car-

ried inflammatory signs with hateful, 
v e - hement words 

such as “God 
Hates the 

U S A /
Thank 

God 
f o r 
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9/11.”
     Phelps and his followers claim that 
the U.S., especially the military, is too 
tolerant of homosexuality. They re-
peatedly picketed military funerals to 
emphasize God’s supposed discomfort 
with this.
     However, intruding on such a sa-
cred ceremony is suppressing the 
right of Matthew Snyder’s family and 
friends to freely express their grief, 
love and appreciation for his service to 
his country.
     The Supreme Court ruled 8-1 that 
Phelps’s protests were protected un-
der the First Amendment. In this 

case, justice was not served by an 
appeal to the very foundations, 

which were established to protect 
it.

     The government is not always 
justified to intervene against 
hate speech. Hate speech has 
become so commonplace, that 
it would be nearly impossible 

for it to be regulated. Yet in 
extreme cases, such as the 

vindictive infringement 
on a holy eulogy, as 

in Snyder v. Phelps, 
intervention is nec-

essary.
     When the U.S. 
government, a 

“government of the people, by the 
people and for the people” as so wisely 
stated by Abraham Lincoln, is unable 
to take action, the people must. It is up 
to the people to determine when free 
speech becomes hate speech.
     A commonplace example is that 
of Roseanne Barr’s staunchly rac-
ist tweet, teasing that Valerie Jarrett, 
born in Iran, would be the product if 
“Muslim brotherhood & Planet of the 
Apes had a baby.”
     It is quite timely to point out that 
this tweet is not unique. Thousands 
of racist remarks are posted on social 
media each day. But because of Barr’s 
fame, her tweet gained attention. The 
people rose up and demanded that her 
show, “Roseanne,” be cancelled.
     It was.
    This essay is a prolonged call to ac-

tion. We must decide when to stand 
up. When hate speech occurs and the 
government can’t step up without 
infringing on the First Amendment, 
then it is up to us to counter it. The 
people—we—must rise above hate to-
gether and stand as the United States.

Ineffectiveness of “Hate Speech” Censorship
     Hate speech is a form of malice 
that no nation can avoid. Especially 
in a country as diverse and emphatic 
about personal liberties as the United 
States, the effects of hate speech on 
citizens are inevitable, as everyone 
has the freedom to express their own 
opinions, including offensive ones. 
Furthermore, there exists no legal 
punishment for hate speech, as the 
Constitution does not exempt mali-
cious speech from the protection of 
the First Amendment. Thus, com-
bined with the wide reaches offered 
by social media platforms, count-
less people have become increas-
ingly concerned with the implica-
tions of hate speech, and whether 
it should be treated differently from 
free speech. As a result, censorship 
has been widely suggested as an ap-
proach for regulating hate speech. 

However, censorship would not 
bring any substantial remedies to the 
issue of hate speech, and would vi-
olate a foundational principle of the 
nation, the freedom of expression.

     A common argument in favor of 
regulating hate speech is how ma-
licious speech brings forth violent 
hate crimes. For instance, an Aus-
tralian far-right extremist, Brenton 
Tarrant, committed a deadly ter-
rorist attack in Christchurch, New 
Zealand, targeting two mosques full 
of Muslims. The attack took the lives 
of 50 and injured more than 40. No-
tably, the shooter posted a 74-page 
manifesto full of extreme xenopho-
bic and anti-Muslim ideas on his 
social media account and also live-
streamed the shooting as it unfolded. 
Even though this incident did not 
occur in the United States, Ameri-
can communities are also at risk to 
such ill-motivated attacks. A news 
article on CNN suggests that there 
is a rapid increase in hate crimes 
happening in the nation, and argues 
that it is connected to the “increas-
ing mainstream acceptance of hate 
speech and online hate.” Moreover, 
by looking at past attacks such as 
the Orlando nightclub shooting in 
2016 and the Pittsburgh synagogue 
shooting in 2018, some argue it is 
crucial that preventive protocols are 
established in order to prevent simi-
lar attacks in the future.
     However, whether or not a cor-
relation between hate speech and 
hate crime exists is doubtful, and 
even if it does, the correlation is not 
conspicuous enough for censorship 
to be deemed necessary. For exam-

ple, when considering the case 
of the New Zealand shooting, it 
is unlikely that the shooter would 
have abandoned his plan of com-
mitting the attack even if his mani-
festo was banned. Additionally, it is 
also unlikely that censoring radical, 
defamatory content on the Internet 
would have prevented the attack. An 
individual’s views are affected by a 
variety of factors, such as past expe-
riences, lack of proper education, or 
parental values. The media is merely 
an occasional means of confirm-
ing those deeply rooted views, or a 
platform for voicing those views. 
Regardless of whether hate 
speech was regulated, the ter-
rorist in the Christchurch 
tragedy would still attack 
the Muslims because it 
was his personal de-
sire to do so. Hence, 
in this situation at 
least, censoring hate 

BY NHU VU, JUNIOR, WHS speech would be ineffective as a pre-
ventive method.
     In fact, censorship of any speech 
would bring harm to the Ameri-
can society, in which the freedom 
of expression is a major empha-
sis. The classic dictionary defini-
tion of hate speech is the “abusive 
speech or writing that expresses 
p r e j u - d i c e 
against 
a par-
t i c -

ular group, especially on the basis of 
race, religion, or sexual orientation.” 
However, when applied into law, it 
is difficult to determine what speech 
should be deemed as hate speech, or 
what speech should result in cen-
sorship or punishment. Because of 
the term’s vagueness, it would put 
innocent people, who are merely 
voicing their opinions or their im-
portant ideas, at risk for mindless 
convictions. In addition, silencing 
hateful expressions would build up 
inner hatred rather than extinguish 
it, especially when a foundational 
principle of the American society is 
being violated. Censorship would 
encourage individuals harboring 
radical or prejudiced opinions to 
push the blame onto groups that 
have inspired the censorship, in-
cluding Muslims, African Ameri-
cans, or the LGBT community.
     Ultimately, censorship is not 
a viable solution. There are bet-
ter alternative strategies such 

as investing in the education of 
peaceful and unproblematic ideas, 

or “deliberately ignoring obnox-
ious provocateurs” because “silence 

can convey implicit messages of 
disdain.” Challenging the 

freedom of expression 
is a risky move that 

would endanger 
the welfare of 
America.

“There is no life 
in living in fear,” “We must decide 

when to stand up.”

“The blurry line be-
tween free and hate 

speech allowed 
bowers to express 
a deep hatred for 

jews”

“The spread of 
hate speech is sur-

prisingly easy,”

“censorship would 
not bring any sub-
stantial remedies”

“the correlation 
is not conspicuous 
enough for censor-
ship to be deemeed 

necessary.”

     The First Amendment establish-
ing freedom of speech has been 
constituted into the people’s rights 
since 1791. It allows us to voice our 
thoughts without major conse-
quences, since we are not violating 
the law. However, granting people 
the right to express themselves also 
provides an outlet for hate speech, 
which may attack a particular group. 
This makes freedom of speech a con-
troversial topic because hateful and 
demeaning speech may be offensive. 
Although hate speech is threatening 
and harmful to its targeted group, it 
should not be regulated by the gov-
ernment because that would violate 
the purpose of the First Amendment. 
However, as prejudice and discrimi-
nation grow in the world, coinciding 
with the widespread use of large so-
cial media platforms, I suggest that 
hate speech be limited, especially on 
social media.
     According to Supreme Court Jus-
tice Samuel Alito, asserts, “Speech 
that demeans on the basis of race, 
ethnicity, gender, religion, age, dis-
ability, or any other similar ground 
is hateful.” However, hate speech 
is, in fact, considered free speech, 
protected by the First Amendment. 
Furthermore, hate speech provides 
people with an outlet to express 
themselves. Alito continues,  “...we 
protect the freedom to express ‘the 
thought that we hate.’” 

     However, hate speech does get out 
of hand when it imposes a possible, 
future danger to the targeted vic-
tims.
     Some hate groups have long histo-
ries, such as the KKK, but more hate 
groups/individuals have arisen, and 
social media helps to fuel their flame. 
The New Zealand shooting suggests 
that, while hate speech should not 
be censored, it should be limited, 
specifically on social media. Social 
media is known to be a platform 
where people are able to freely share 
and publicize their beliefs, whether 
extremist or not. Brenton Tarrant, 
charged with committing killing 50 
people at a mosque, spent a majority 
of his time on social media platforms 
“spewing and marinating in hate.” 
Such conversations could start the 
hate or inspired/encouraged by oth-
ers with the same beliefs; 
     In “‘The Ladder Down to Hell’: 
How Social Media Breeds Hate 
Speech,” Bethania Palma states that 

Tarrant “subscribed to prominent 
white supremacist conspiracy theo-
ries contending that a plot was afoot 
to phase out white people.” Tarrant 
believed that the increase in non-
white immigrants causing a shift in 
the demographics of predominantly 
white countries served as evidence 
of the fall of white people with non-
whites becoming dominant. 
     It is even worse that the shoot-
er used Facebook’s extension 
of Facebook Live to stream 
the massacre, allowing 
the event to be spread 
and viewed on many 
devices. The desire to 
create memes, vi-
ral posts or large 
followings on the 
internet creates 
extreme positions 
and makes some 
willing to “con-
sume such ma-
terial to take 
that online 
activ-
i t y 

into the real world with acts of vio-
lence and intimidation.”
     Social media platforms should 
make it their duty to impose stricter 
rules or “Terms of Use” in attempt to 
limit hate speech, but the govern-
ment does not need to get involved 
in regulating it. The government may 
have a different idea of what hate 
speech is compared to the people’s 
view of it. Giving the government 

the power to decide which 
group is more hateful 

may lead to censorship 
or regulations on the 

wrong group, caus-
ing hate speech to 
continue, making 
no difference. 
     For example, 
in Lee Rowland’s 
article, “Free 

Speech Can Be 
Messy, but 

We Need It,” 
she men-
tions that 

our own 
presi-

dent “called Charlottesville march-
ers ‘very fine people,’ while reserv-
ing his ire for Black NFL players, 
whom he called ‘sons of bitches.’” 
The First Amendment ensures that 
those who challenge the government 
are not silenced, which is important 
because the government has his-
torically, used its “power to silence 
those who speak truth to power.” 
Hence, everyone should be able to 
speak their minds without fear of 
government censorship, the right to 
free speech should not be taken away 
from the people, even for speech that 
is hateful.
     Overall, the First Amendment 
gives voice to the people, allowing 
us to express our opinions and be-
liefs freely. Although it is controver-
sial that hate speech is protected for 
being a form of free speech, it is best 
not to violate the First Amendment. 
Since social media is a big factor in 
the spread of hate speech, it is best 
to start by limiting it on these plat-
forms instead of legally regulating 
this form of speech or censoring it 
entirely.

Limit hate speech on social 
media, but not by government
BY NATHALIE LE, JUNIOR, WHS

BY ALAN PHAM, JUNIOR, WHS
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     “The real cause of bloodshed on 
New Zealand streets today is the 
immigration program which al-
lowed Muslim fanatics to migrate 
to New Zealand in the first place,” 
asserted Australian Fraser Anning, 
shortly before his “egging” on live 
television. Currently free speech 
is a controversial subject, and for 
good reason. In America, our First 
Amendment protects 
our right to free 
speech, but at the 
same time, hate 
speech is heavily 
frowned upon by 
the public. That 
raises the ques-
tion whether or 
not it should be 
protected. Despite 
technically being 
underneath the First 
Amendment, hate 
speech should be ac-
tively regulated, as it 
actively harms oth-
ers and gives way 
to even more 
problems. 
     Webster 
defines hate 
speech as 
“speech ex-

pressing hatred of a particular group 
of people.” It actively oppresses peo-
ple whether or not they have done 
something to deserve that hate, 
and is offensive to almost everyone. 
However the First Amendment is 
supposed to prevent the “abridg-
ing the freedom of speech,” which 
brings this issue into a gray zone. 
If people are supposed to be able to 
express what they want, how is hate 
speech to be regulated? 
     There have been several attempts 
in the past to limit free speech, but 
most seem to be unsuccessful in 
stopping hate speech. In Branden-
burg v. Ohio in 1969, the criminal 
syndicalism act, which was sup-
posed to prevent the incitement of 
lawless actions, was deemed not 
unconstitutional when prosecutors 
tried to apply it to the Ku Klux Klan’s 
hate speech. The ruling stated speech 
could be censored if it was “directed 
at inciting or producing imminent 
lawless action.” 
     But what happens if the lawless ac-
tion does not occur immediately, but 
over a long period of time? For ex-
ample, the Holocaust occurred over 

a period of years instead of right 
away, leading to the death of 

over 6 million Jewish peo-
ple. Hate speech should 

be regulated, protection 
against it should not be 
easily deemed uncon-
stitutional and tossed 
aside. 
     These issues are not 

just historical. At UC 
Berkeley, the birth-
place of the Free Speech 

Movement, over $100,000 
dollars of property dam-

ages occurred during 
protests against 

Milo Yian-
nopoulos, a 
c o n s e r v a -
tive political 
commentator 
s c h e d u l e d 
to speak on 

campus. This is an example of hate 
speech being harmful. The injuries 
that resulted from it were severe. 
It shows that expression of ideals 
should be limited due to the harm 
that they can cause, and the con-
sequences that can arise from the 
harm. 
     Even more recently, Fraser An-
ning, an Australian senator, was hu-
miliated on live TV by a young man 
who had decided to throw an egg at 
his head after the senator had made 
an offensive comment against “Mus-
lim fanatics,” asserting that their 
presence caused a mosque shooting 
to occur in the first place. Fraser 
proceeded to punch the teenager in 
the face, while several of the sena-
tor’s supporters pinned him down. 
In the following days, there was con-
troversy surrounding the event and 
frustration that the senator made the 
comment that he did. 
     While the young man may not 
have been justified in his reaction, it 
is certain that Senator Fraser’s com-
ment was the catalyst leading to the 
incident, and this, again, shows that 
hate speech can lead to events that 
harm others. 
     Unregulated hate speech can lead 

to incidents that are harmful to both 
parties. Many have been harmed as 
a result of the hatred growing out of 
proportion, and this will continue to 
happen unless hate speech can reg-
ulated by the government. Events 
that echo the Holocaust have come 
repeatedly. History repeats itself, 
and the history of hate speech is no 
different. 

“Giving the government 
the power to decide 
which group is more 

hateful may lead to cen-
sorship or regulations 
on the wrong group...”

 
Huntington Beach High School will host “The Courage to Remember,”  
a 42-panel visual narrative of the Holocaust, presented by the 
Foundation for California and produced by the Simon Wiesenthal Center. 
With nearly 200 original photographs, many never before seen by the 
general public, The Courage to Remember offers compelling new insights 
into the Holocaust. Huntington Beach High School and the Foundation For 
California are pleased to coordinate this joint project for purposes of 
furthering Holocaust education. 

‘Hope lives when people remember.’ - Simon Wiesenthal

Questions? Contact Beth Lammers at elammers@hbuhsd.edu.	   

THE 
COURAGE TO 
REMEMBER

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

WHEN:  
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, FROM 9 AM TO 3 PM 

WHERE:  
HUNTINGTON BEACH HIGH SCHOOL, 
1905 MAIN ST. 
STUDENT CENTER-CAFETERIA 

THE HOLOCAUST 
1933-1945 
200 EXCLUSIVE 
HOLOCAUST PHOTOS

“ In America, our 
First Amendment 

protects our right 
to free speech, but 

at the same time, 
hate speech is heavily 
frowned upon by the 

public.”

“If people are sup-
posed to be able to ex-
press what they want, 
how is hate speech to 

be regulated?”

“Social media plat-
forms should make 

it their duty to 
impose stricter 

rules,”

The Youth Voices HB Essay & Art Contest 
is a city-wide search for the top human 
relations essays and artwork created by 
high school students in Huntington Beach 
and in the Huntington Beach Union High 
School District. The contest aims to en-
gage high school-aged young people in 
meaningful expression concerning issues 
of diversity and tolerance in Hunting-
ton Beach. The contest is sponsored by 
the Huntington Beach Human Relations 
Task Force, OC Human Relations and the 
Bridges Program at HBHS in conjunction 
with the Courage to Remember exhibit.

ABOUT THE CONTEST
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My piece, “Too Loud,” demonstrates the unhealthy cop-
ing “mechanisms” of students, like myself, have to use 
to deal with hatred we hear and or experience everyday. 
For instance, when I used to hear something very foul, I 
would put in my headphones and try to ignore it. I was 
afraid I would be hurt if I stood up for myself and others. 
I kept turning the music up louder and louder. I then re-
alized I cannot live turning my music up so loud my ears 
start to bleed. We need to stand for what we believe in 
and stand united to make our community not just happi-
er, but safer. We shouldn’t have to tolerate hate.

TOO LOUD
BY TAYLOR SALA, SENIOR, HBHS

As a high school stu-
dent, I would constant-
ly hear insulting slurs, 
words, or comments 
carelessly being thrown 
around by my peers. In 
this artwork, I depict-
ed a variety of people 
hearing the same com-
ments that I had heard. 
They are surrounded by 
things that are equally 
as different. However, 
no atter what we are all 
still alike.

ALIKE
BY BRIANNA HUYNH, 
FRESHMAN, FVHS

 I took this photo of my cousin at the March For Our Lives. It 
was a very important moment in my life, and taught me how 
to speak up about my ideas. I have also learned that even as 
a high school student my voice is loud, and it can be heard. I 
learned a lot of this through my cousin. She is a few years older 
than me, and she inspires me to fight for what I believe in. This 
is why I believe this photo shows not only her strength, but 
every single person’s strength at that rally.

PROTECT KIDS NOT GUNS
BY TIERNEY WASSERMANN, SOPHOMORE, EHS

My artwork was composed using procreate, 
a digital art medium, utilizing many layers of 
detailing and shading to complete a multi-ra-
cial hand that signifies the unity of every indi-
vidual. The reaching hand signifies the longing 
for intolerance from those on the mono-toned 
side and vibrant side. Two black lines come to-
gether at the top of the hand to show a path in 
which one would take to the understanding of 
tolerance and diversity. My painting consists of 
the large wall that separates not only racial in-
difference, but sexual orientation, gender, and 
religious beliefs. When I came across this com-
petition I saw an opportunity to manifest my 
beliefs in equality into a piece of art, in which 
it has a very special meaning to me. I was con-
stantly bullied as a child due to my personality, 
so this gave me the chance to offer up my skills 
into something that represents not only me as a 
whole but society as well.

TOLERANCE
BY TAYLOR TRY, SOPHOMORE, EHS

I chose to show the issue of diversity in 
this painting. I utilised a tree with many 
different colored apples to represent dif-
ferent colored people of different races. 
Even though everyone is different we 
all come from the same roots. I includ-
ed different buckets of the same colored 
apples to show that sometimes people 
only make friends with other people 
who look like them. I chose to paint a 
big bucket of apples below the tree to 
symbolise that if people come together, 
we could overcome this issue of diver-
sity and “learn to grow” and gain the 
confidence to stand out and accept other 
people regardless of color or race.

LEARN TO GROW
BY OLIVIA LANE, 
SOPHOMORE, HBHS

1ST PLACE CO-WINNER

ART CONTEST
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Growing Past Intolerance
BY ISABELLA BRANNON, 
SOPHOMORE, OVHS

Grandparents
BY HAILEY WARNER, 
SOPHOMORE, EHS

     Nothing good ever comes out of 
birthday dinners with my father’s 
side of my family. 
     My grandparents have always 
been slightly racist towards people 
of Asian descent, so when my moth-
er, a Japanese woman, married my 
father, they were met with resis-
tance.            
     My grandpa has become much 
more tolerant of Asian people over 
the years especially after my broth-
er and I were born, but my grandma 
continues to be slightly intolerant. 
     They live in an area with a large 
population of Korean people, and my 
grandma complains about the Kore-
an signs everywhere. My grandpar-
ents always avoid the side of their 
town with Korean establishments 
and instead choose to stay in their 
own bubble.
      I was told to choose a place to eat 
for my own birthday dinner, so I 
chose a Korean restaurant. I thought 
it was a waste to travel all the way to 
their house just to ignore the amaz-
ing selection of Korean restaurants. 
I assumed everyone would be happy 
because they have meat there, and 
my father’s family often eats steak at 
family dinners. 

     At first, everything was fine.         
     We sat down, started chatting, 
and placed our orders. My grand-
pa, wanting to be more adventur-
ous, decided to try some tofu. I 
greatly appreciated this action as I 
knew the tofu was out of his com-
fort zone. Thankfully, he ended up 
enjoying it and eating the entire 
bowl. Once our food arrived, the 
rest of my father’s family ate hap-
pily as the restaurant was quite de-
licious. 
      Toward the end of the dinner, I 
looked over at my grandma to dis-
cover that she had hardly touched 
her plate of short ribs. I was told 
they were not cooked well enough 
for her as she enjoys meat that is 
so well done, it is nearly burnt. 
Instead of asking for her dish to 
be cooked longer, she decided to 
sit there throughout the dinner as 
though she were a stubborn child 
who did not get her way.
     As I went to sleep that night, I 
promised myself that I would nev-
er become someone like my grand-
ma who lets intolerance cloud her 
judgment. I vowed to be accepting 
and willing to try things out of my 
comfort zone, but at the very least 
be as tolerant of others as I can. I 
learned to strive to become a per-
son like my grandpa and to never 
turn into my grandma.

BY CELESTE POWELL, 
SOPHOMORE, EHS

 “Instead of ignoring 
the hate expressed, I 
finally rose up. It had 
taken the fear in my 

diagnosis to need the 
faith and feel pride. 

This incident was 
the last straw and I 
finally stood tall.”

     The heat of the sun’s rays stings 
my eight-year-old cheeks as I skip 
to the front yard, eager to test my 
new jump rope. I giggle, consider-
ing with complete and utter elation 
the upcoming months of summer 
break in the neighborhood my 
family has just moved into. Upon 
reaching the shining, viridescent 
lawn, I quickly spot my neighbor 
and a group of his friends sit-
ting outside on his veranda. He 
is more than a few years older 
than me, already a freshman 
in high school, and I find my-
self rather awestruck by his 
more experienced age. As 
a result, I always make a 
point to wave or shout a 
greeting. 
     This time is no excep-
tion. I wave excitedly 
before turning my 
back to begin jump 
roping. The chatter 
of his friends imme-
diately rises in vol-
ume while I begin to 
skip ahead. A sin-
gle phrase seems to 
jump out at me with 
the same rhythm of 
my leaps as my feet 
skim the ground. 
     “You’ve got damn 
niggers living next 
door.”

      That moment didn’t come back to 
me until a few years later, at random 
moments during my life. All I really 
remember from that day was rapidly 
fleeing back into the comfort of my 
house after hearing the shout. 
     I never truly processed the impact 
of that exclamation until later. It 
comes back to me with others snip-
pets, brief flashes of 

my life. 
     I 

remember the heat of the sun along 
my arms another day as I feel the de-
risive snorts of a soccer coach about 
my hair also sinking into my skin. 
     I remember the swish of my jump 
rope as I hear a few offensive mutters 
about “unsightly company” in a din-
er. 
     I remember the warbling laugh-
ter of my neighbor’s friends when I 
too reach my freshman year and am 
promptly addressed as “Little Nig-
glet” by some of my classmates in 
P.E.
     In this final moment of realiza-
tion, I see past the purpose of any 
quick-witted, enraged response that 

would only be misconstrued as the 
stereotypical reaction of an an-

gry or sassy black girl. 
     I instead acknowledge the 
importance of an alterna-

tive response: striving for 
a future enabled solely by 

my own determination, 
diligence, and suc-
cess. The independent 

achievement of 
success is what I 
intend to strive 
for, not simply 
to prove another 
wrong, but in-
stead to prove to 
myself what I am 
truly capable of. 
I realize that it is 
only through my 
success that I can 
work to make a 
true impact.

Toughness from “nigglet”
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To Tolerate 
Disagreements
BY LANDON RAKHSHAN, 
SOPHOMORE, EHS

Homeless subway 
artist in London
BY RUTH SALTER
SOPHOMORE, EHS

Intolerance can take many forms

    Time passes, the world grows, 
and another group is accepted. Time 
passes, an attitude develops, and 
more humanity becomes outcast. 
In what direction is the idea, toler-
ance—treating others the way you 
want to be treated—taking us?

    “So do you support the LGBT 
movement?” asked my peer, ques-

tioning my beliefs, 
  “I do not think that people claiming 
to be part of the LGBT community 
are worth any less than any other 
person.” I responded firmly. 
   “But do you support the move-
ment?” She continued to pester, “Do 
you agree with everything that that 
movement believes?” 
  “I already told you,” I said, “I do not 
consider them any lower than myself 
as people.” I said with confidence. 
  “But do you support the move-
ment?” she repeated with greater 
intensity. 
    “I personally do not agree with 
every stance that people within the 
LGBT community take. However I 
do not possess any hatred or ill will 
towards them. They are people, just 
like me. I just don’t agree with ev-
erything that they believe in,” I re-
sponded with passion escalating in 
my voice.
  “Don’t you believe in tolerance?” 
she continued with aggression, 
“Would you like it if someone said 
that about you?” 
    “I would not care at all. People 

already don’t agree with every-
thing I believe in. You clearly don’t 
agree with me at all. People are not 
always going to agree with each 

other! You question my ability to 
tolerate others just because I do not 
agree with your beliefs on the LGBT 
movement. You claim I am intoler-
ant, when in fact you have been in-
tolerant of me and my beliefs.” 
“I do not consider you any lower 
than myself,” I continued. “I sim-
ply don’t have the same set of val-
ues or morals as you.” 
     Who’s right? Is tolerance tol-
erated by all who proclaim its im-
portance? There are always multi-
ple perspectives to every scenario. 
Arguing is okay. We are not always 
going to agree.

    We were heading home for lunch 
after a day at the Thames. As every-
one does in London, we had taken 
the Underground there, and now 
must take it home. About halfway 
there we had to switch lines, so we 
headed through the white-tiled 
tunnels, across the station. 
    On the way, we saw a middle-aged 
man surrounded by canvases. From 
a few yards away, he looked like 
a normal street vendor. But as we 
got closer, we could see the dirty 
clothes and tangled hair- the mark 
of the homeless in London.
  People passing would sneer, or 
avert their eyes and ignore his calls 
advertising his paintings. That’s 
what they do in London- ignore 
what they don’t want to see. But 
somehow, he kept smiling at the 
passers-by. I felt so bad for him, in 

his situation I’d be so angry at the 
whispers, the averted glances- those 
little things that dehumanize.
     I slowed down to look at the 
paintings and he looked so happy, 
so hopeful. Mom and Dad looked 
worried- probably because you nev-
er really know with his type. But he 
just told us the story of his pictures, 
how he was saving up to rent an 
apartment on the outskirts of Lon-
don- real estate was cheaper there, 
he said.
    My favorite was the streets of Lon-
don in black and white, with a red 
double decker bus in its center. It 
seemed as if it had some sort of per-
sonal meaning- as any painting that 
looked like that must. He’d used 
spray paint and stencils- it had tak-
en him three weeks to get it just right 
and was beautiful in its simplicity. 
    We ended up buying it, and as we 
left to catch our train, there were 
two or three groups of tourists be-

hind us, waiting for a painting.
    I’d wondered why the lo-
cals still ignored him, but now 
I know the prejudice was too 
deeply ingrained into them for 
them to follow the example of a 
Londoner’s American family. 
     Every now and then, I 
wonder what happened to 
that man- it’s been three 
years now. I hope for the 
best, but I know deep 
down what usually 
happens to people 
like him. 
     I choose to 
deny that any-
thing could 
happen to that 
kind street 
painter who 
was perfectly 
normal. Ex-
cept he was 
homeless.

   

 

     Growing up with immigrant par-
ents made me feel different from ev-
eryone else at school. Not only was 
my upbringing uncommon to others, 
but also our language. My family were 
originally from Vietnam, brought over 
to America years prior to the Vietnam 
War.
     Despite residing in America for so 
long, my family made an effort to 
teach me their native language. Learn-
ing both English and Vietnamese had 
its cons and made my speech
different from others. I spoke English 
slower than others, and it was diffi-
cult to keep a conversation in both 
languages. I knew more Vietnamese, 
as that was the main language spoken 
in our household, so speaking the lan-
guage became a habit in public as well.
     When I first started school I did not 
understand any of the topics taught in 
class as they spoke English faster than 
what I was comfortable with. Some 
were curious, with me being a
different race and tripping over sen-
tences.
     “Where are you really from?” they 
asked.
     “America,” I replied.
     They would ask the same question 
again, hoping to get a different an-
swer. I would hear this question even 

years later.
     I later became familiar with stu-
dents who are from immigrant fam-
ilies and spoke the same language as 
I did. We would sometimes commu-
nicate in Vietnamese, as it was more
comfortable for me to do so.
     Yet we were told, “In America, we 
speak English.” This seemed to me 
an offense to my overall culture and 
differences.
     I remember at the end of elemen-
tary school, a younger girl called out 
to me and my friends, “What are you 
doing here, Chinese!”
     My first thoughts to that was that 
I not Chinese! I consider myself as 
an American. I was born and raised 
here. Her question was insulting. I 
have as much every right to be here 
as she has.
     Even though many years as gone 
by since that, every now and then I 
still experience actions and words of 
intolerance. Others around me have 
experienced these as well. Despite 
the world recognizing so many hor-
rors in the past, many still show in-
tolerance either intentionally or
unintentionally.
     Most of intolerance experienced 
in my past is driven by ignorance 
and childish curiosity and might not 
have been their intention to offend 
others, but some had every intention 
to insult others’ differences.

BY JASMINE NGUYEN, 
SOPHOMORE, EHS

“I choose to deny 
that anything 

could happen to 
that kind street 
painter who was 

perfectly nor-
mal. Except 

he was 
home-
less.”

BY MIRANDA SHANNON, 
SOPHOMORE, EHS

     I love San Francisco: the 
Golden Gate Bridge, Ghi-
rardelli Square, Boudin’s, 
Pier 39 - all of it. It was 
my third time visit-
ing this beautiful city, 
this time for a Model 
United Nations con-
ference at Berke-
ley. Walking along 
F i s h e r m a n ’ s 
Wharf, sniffing 
the salty air, 
my friends 
and I heard 
hip hop 
m u s i c 
emanat-
ing from 

the bay. Of 
course, we 
f o l l o w e d 

the sound 
to amuse 
o u r 
teenage 
curiosi-
ty.
     Ar-
r iv i n g 
at the 
m u -

sic’s 

source, a group of male break 
dancers of color were putting on 
a street show. Three of us stood 
off to the side to avoid being in-
volved. Assembling a crowd and 
seeing us in the distance, the break 
dancers hollered, “Yo, white girls, 
come over here.” Awkward. Un-
comfortable. Being called out like 
that, we felt we didn’t have much 
of a choice. Meandering over, 
they mocked us for blushing, as if 
it was wrong to be embarrassed. 
They continued their offensive an-
tics, when they asked for a “white 
guy” from the crowd to partici-
pate. A physically disabled woman 
wanted to be involved, but they 
were reluctant to let her partake. 
She persisted, and they complied 
when she argued they were being 
discriminatory. No matter how 
talented they were, I felt uncom-

fortable as I watched. Now, I 
have this memory to add to my 
recollection of San Francisco. 
     Some may say I should brush 
off the dancers’ comments, 
but they made me feel uneasy. 
I did absolutely nothing to give 
them, complete strangers, 
the right to call me that; I was 
hurt by their choice of words. 
When I hear the phrase “white 
girl,” I instantly think of all 
the negative connotations 
that come with it: being a bad 
dancer, being shallow, and 
being helpless and dependent 
on others. These are stereo-
types that certainly don’t ap-
ply to me. These presumptions 
really affected me because I’m 
a dancer, I’m not superficial, 
and I take pride in my own 
achievements. 

     Intolerance can take place in any 
form and is not exclusive to certain 
groups of people. In the past, their 
ancestors may have suffered, and 
mine may have been at fault. How-
ever, that was then and this is now. 
I would think that their experience 
with intolerance would make them 
more tolerant of others. By identi-
fying the difference in the color of 
our skin, gender, and physical lim-
itations, they only separate us more. 
We’re all humans, and we’re all 
equal. That’s all that should matter.

I was born here. 
Why tell me to go home for 

speaking Vietnamese?

     My blood defines me as Jewish. I 
went to Hebrew school when I was 
younger. My family collected tzeda-
kah and lit a menorah every Hanuk-
kah. Although Judaism was a part of 
my life, it never defined me. I wasn’t 
“that Jewish.”
     As I grew older, I began to notice 
little things that really weren’t so lit-
tle. I accepted them as a part of life. 
When we read Anne Frank’s diary, 
or learned about the Holocaust, I 
noticed swastikas on the textbooks. 
Not just on textbooks, they were ev-
erywhere, etched into the bathroom 
stalls, into my desk. This symbol of 
hate had become so normalized, that 
I did not react.
     The swastikas were as routine as 
jokes about Jews in the oven, pen-

nies thrown at me because Jews 
were “stingy,” or comments that I 
was going to go to hell because I was 
Jewish.
     Years before, I only thought 
about being Jewish at religious 
school, It wasn’t what defined 
me, but the swastikas and the 
comments served as a con-
stant reminder, even when I 
still didn’t think of myself as 
“that Jewish.”
     When I was diagnosed 
with Type One Diabe-
tes in seventh grade, 
my whole world col-
lapsed. Type One is an 
autoimmune disease 
that requires constant 
regulation. Without 
this, the consequence 
is death. Where I had 

previously turned my back to my 
faith. I desperately 

needed it.
     When the 
hateful New-
port Harbor 

pictures came 
out, they were 
like lemon juice 
to a wound. I 
couldn’t deny 
the hate, the 

whole world 
could see teen-
agers--in my 
county--posing 

and celebrating a 
hate symbol.
     I recognized one 
boy in the picture 

who bullied me at 
Junior Guards. Each 

day he dumped my water bottle out 
and filled it with sand even when it 
was 100 degrees out.
     Instead of ignoring the hate ex-
pressed, I finally rose up. It had tak-
en the fear in my diagnosis to need 
the faith and feel pride. This incident 
was the last straw and I finally stood 
tall.
     I was one of the lead organizers 
along with fellow OC activists for a 
solidarity rally and vigil, going so far 
as to speak openly about my faith to 
the crowd. Over 40 organizations of 
all faiths came together to express 
their solidarity.
     This unprecedented display of 
kindness and resilience made me 
even more proud to be Jewish. We 
didn’t simply grow past intolerance, 
we blossomed. I am and will always 
be, unapologetically “that Jewish.”

“I vowed to be accepting and willing 
to try things out of my comfort 
zone, but at the very 

least be as tolerant 
of others as I can.”
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“I instead acknowledge the importance of an alter-
native response: striving for a future enabled sole-
ly by my own determination, diligence, and success.”
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“In what direction 
is the idea, tol-

erance—treating 
others the way you 
want to be treat-

ed—taking us?”

“People are not al-
ways going to agree 

with each other!”

“Intolerance can take 
place in any form and 

is not exclusive to cer-
tain groups of people.”

Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation

Huntington Beach Human 
Relations Task Force



The purpose of this work was to show how my community came together to combat against division, and intolerance. In September of 2017, President Donald Trump 
made the decision to end the DACA program. That same month, students organized a walk out to protest against this discrimination. The girl with the megaphone rep-
resents those who protested, who walked in support of our neighbors, friends, and classmates. The many faces that comprise the main part of this work represent the 
community, and our unity. If an issue affects one of us, we all come together to support one another. The faces also display different emotions, of sadness, and deter-
mination, as well as diversity to reflect that of the community. This piece also includes many flowers, all with different meanings. The purple alliums are for unity and 
patience, yellow roses for joy, pink roses for grace, and the blue irises for hope and faith. The signs shown echo those seen on that day, protesting against the president’s 
decision. This drawing tells the story of the unity and strength of my community during a time where intolerance was demonstrated in our beautifully diverse world.

BY CHRISTINE NGUYEN, SOPHOMORE, OVHS1ST PLACE CO-WINNER : UNITY


